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Potted Tree Books  
(Imprint - Angelo Mifsud’s Books) 

Welcome to the October newsletter 
Firstly, thank you for subscribing to the newsletter and remember you can always unsubscribe 
whenever you wish (see the end of this newsletter). 

 

Hope you enjoyed our first newsletter, although a small edition, it was an introduction to our 
world of news. You are a very important member of my special literary family. 

 

In this issue, I hope to give more insights into the ins and outs of my writing life. 

 

For the new subscribers, I live in Australia in the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) where the 
nation’s capital Canberra City is situated. Australians call the city the bush capital and for a very 
good reason, we have parks and forests embedded within and around the city’s suburbs. It is a 
great place to live and raise a family. More information about me here.. 

 

In upcoming newsletters I will present you with a glimpse of what’s new in my writings, 
publications, and current projects. You will enter my little world of the characters, locations, and 
there will be hints on plots and story lines (just to whet your appetite) expected to be in current 
and future novels (these may change without notice). 

 

Writing - Current Progress 
What is next? 

 

Planning and development of the narrative for the next book is done 
with the characters, events, settings, plot, crime, scenes, and ready for 
begin the first draft. As mentioned in the last issue attempting to write 
two books in tandem. So far the plot, characters, settings, and the 
crimes are set in sand, in case changes to the scenes and dialogue. The 
author is a planner and begins by asking the questions; what is the 
crime, and the answer gives the ending? Who did the crime and the 
solving of the crime? The author tackles all his novels using this 
process. Learn more about the current project here. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canberra
https://angelomifsud.com/about/
https://angelomifsud.com/new-releases/
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Current , Other, and Upcoming Projects 
The Current Project 

 

 (Photo on the left - by ChurchCrawler of Somerset, UK) 

Working Title - TNP 

After a wedding in a historic church, they found the bride murdered the 
morning after. The people of the village wonder whether it is the work of 
a ghost is responsible. The legend from the past tells the story of death of 
one of the married couple. Chief Inspector Oliver Scott has identify the 
murderer. Is a ghost responsible for the murder, or is it someone known 
to the victim?  

 

  (Photo on the left, a photo by Alex Bunjes at the Archaeologic sites Mongolia 
(graves and altars)). 

Working Title - TCLOG 

An Archaeologist is kidnapped while digging for treasures at ancient 
tomb of a Queen. Other’s too seek this treasure but not for the same 
reason and will kill to own it. A secret organisation recruit a freelance 
investigator to find the Archaeologist and deliver the treasure with the 
secret it holds to them. What secret does the treasure hold that places 
an Archaeologist in danger? Will the investigator suffer the same fate, 
or will the Archaeologist and the treasure be saved? Is there more to 
this assignment than meets the eye? 

 

 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!! Announcing a new resource. 

COMING SOON just for newsletter subscribers. This resource will 
give details of current books, details everyone asks but only guess. 
Now we will reveal the secrets of every published novel. The 
information will only be available to subscribers so be sure your 
subscription is on our records, it is something that can’t be missed. 
We hope to have this available for the November issue of the 
newsletter. 

 Book projects are continuingly being added to the list of novels 
earmarked for writing. The author captures these ideas from visiting 
café’s or touring country towns, which have a wealth of useful 
information, but currently it is difficult because of COVID-19 
restrictions. Ideas still emerge from reading history books, 
newspapers/magazines, or just watching television and materialise 
during sleep or gardening. For information, see here. 

 

Current Books - Fiction 
INHERITANCE 

 

Revenge is all that Nick Kenby cares about but first he has to take 
control of his inheritance. His mother before she died told how his 
father’s and Mary Jamieson, her sister, destroyed her by their 
deceit.  Can Nick win his struggle to the violence, intrigue, drugs, 
police corruption as he fights for his survival? More information here. 

 

https://angelomifsud.com/new-releases/
https://angelomifsud.com/fiction/
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DECEPTION 

 

 

Inspector Jeff Ainsworth vows to bring Susan Burchett to justice and 
keep a promise. After stealing Nick Kenby's Inheritance Burchett 
escapes to Zurich. She makes a mistake, her brother is murdered by a 
friend, and it is she who is the quarry. Deception, a fast-moving story 
of romance, deceit, greed, and murder. Will Nick Kenby's inheritance 
finally be restored? More information here. 

 

THE RECLUCTANT 
SPY 

 

 

In 1961. Two women, Nina Pearce, and Ruth Westcott, drawn 
together when in Egypt. One a spy for British Intelligence, the other 
an Archaeologist in search of the lost ancient manuscripts. The 
Archaeologist persuaded to help the British Government, and they 
place her in a dangerous situation and becomes a target by secret 
Russian assassins. A tale from the annals of history filled with 
espionage, murder, hate, assassinations, and intrigue. Will the two 
women survive? Learn more. 

 

Current Books – Non-Fiction 
Bonsai Reference Books 

 

 

 

 

The Index of the Bonsai Focus Magazine, developed as a 
research and support resource. Used by all Bonsai enthusiasts 
whether beginners or advanced artists or masters involved in the 
art of Bonsai. Learn more here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for your time and hope you enjoyed this newletter. We value your input and 

feedback, so please let us know what you think and how we can improve. 

Questions/comments replied to without fail.  

contact us here or write/email us at: Potted Tree Books, c/- 76 Lindrum Crescent, Holt       ACT 2615 Australia 
or amauthor@bigpond.com 

 

Subscribe: - By submitting your information, you are giving us permission to email you. You 
may unsubscribe at any time. 
 

Unsubscribe | Give Feedback | Contact | Privacy Policy 
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